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Prefix Non- Word Chart
Complete this word chart for your non- prefix spelling words. The first one is done for you.

Use two of these non- prefix words in sentences that also include an apostrophe to denote plural 
possession e.g. the painters’.

 

 

 

Challenge Task

Prefix Root Word Root Word Definition Prefix Word Prefix Word Definition

non- believer A person who believes in the 
truth or existence of something. non-believer A person who doesn’t believe in a 

particular thing.
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Prefix Non- Word Chart Answers
Complete this word chart for your non- prefix spelling words. The first one is done for you.

Use two of these non- prefix words in sentences that also include an apostrophe to denote plural 
possession e.g. the painters’.

 

 

 

Challenge Task

Prefix Root Word Root Word Definition Prefix Word Prefix Word Definition

non- believer A person who believes in the 
truth or existence of something. non-believer A person who doesn’t believe  

in a particular thing.

non- stick
To fix something to  

another using a sticky  
substance such as glue.

non-stick Something that will not fix  
or attach to another thing.

non- stop To bring an event or  
action to an end. non-stop To continue an event or  

action continuously.

non- starter Something that begins an  
action or event. non-starter An event or action  

that never begins.

non- smoker A person who smokes 
 tobacco regularly. non-smoker A person who doesn’t  

smoke tobacco.

non- sense A feeling that something  
is true or correct. nonsense Something that is  

foolish or incorrect.

non- fiction Something that is  
imaginary and not true. non-fiction Something that is based on  

truth and is factual.

non- drip A small drop of liquid. non-drip Something designed to  
not drop liquid.

non- violent Using physical force to harm 
someone or something. non-violent Peaceful, not using  

physical force.

non- profit To make a financial  
gain or bonus. non-profit To not make a financial  

gain or bonus. 

Accept any two sentences that contain an apostrophe to mark plural possession and a non- prefix spelling 

word, e.g. The chefs’ non-stick frying pans were being put to good use on Pancake Day.  

The playground buddies’ actions and advice help the other children to resolve their fights in non-violent way.


